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Assembly Instructions
1. Ensure that the opening is the correct
size, to suit the cavity unit being
installed (including wall thickness),
also check the opening is plumb
and square. Refer table overleaf
2. Fit and screw top track section to top
nogs of cavity. With 65mm screws provided

6. Attach base plate of wheel assembly to
both sides of door 80mm in, keeping
both nylon lock tabs on the same side.

8.

Attach bumper stop to the center of the
back edge of door, equally space between
the top and the bottom of door.

For double cavity only, slide double
bump stop into track approximately 80mm
either side of of the two meeting tracks,
and adjust to suit doors.

Wheel assembly

Double bump stop
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3. Fit and screw closing jamb to track
section. With 45mm screws provided

9.

Attach pre cut pelmet timbers to the
fully installed single cavity or double
cavity as per diagram below.

80 mm
SINGLE CAVITY

4. Lift cavity into opening, check the unit is
plumb and square, ensure the track is
level.

5.

Fix cavity securely to the floor and studs
check again for plumb and square.
The top track section does not need to be
fixed to the lintel.

7. Insert door into cavity unit and tilt up
until adjusting bolt of the hanger
will slide into the seat of the door plate.
Lock into place with nylon lock tabs.
Lift front edge of door and slide the
other hanger into the remaining
door plate and lock into place.
Use wrench provided to raise or lower
hanger to plumb door to jamb.

Pre cut pelmet timber
DOUBLE CAVITY
(Bi - parting)

